THE PICARD THEOREM FOR MULTIANALYTIC FUNCTIONS P. KRAJKIEWICZ
The class of multianalytic functions are defined. For this class the notions of essential and nonessential isolated singularities and of exceptional values are introduced. It is then shown that a multianalytic function has at most one exceptional value at an essential isolated singularity.
Suppose that G is an arbitrary nonempty region of the finite complex plane Γ and that n ^ 0 is a nonnegative integer. A function f:G-+Γ is said to be (n + l)-analytic on G or simply polyanalytic on G if and only if there exist (n + 1) ^ 1 functions f k analytic on G for k = 0, 1, , n such that
for all z in G, where z denotes the complex conjugate of z. A function / is said to be (n + l)-entire or simply polyentire if and only if this function / is (n + 1)-analytic on Γ. A function / is said to be bianalytic on G if and only if this function / is (n + l)-analytic on G with n = 1. Also a function / is termed bientire if and only if this function / is bianalytic on Γ. Now let f\G->Γ be a function which is polyanalytic on G and suppose that the function / is represented on G by equation (1) . It is not hard to be persuaded that the functions f k in equation (1) are uniquely determined on G by the function /. With this observation in mind the following definitions are not ambiguous. Let z 0 be an arbitrary complex number, finite or infinite. Then the point z 0 is said to be an isolated singularity of / if and only if there is some neighborhood N of z 0 such that N -{z 0 } gΞ G. The point z 0 is called an essential isolated singularity of / or simply an essential singularity of / if and only if the point z 0 is an isolated singularity of at least one of the functions f k .
In [1] , M. B. Balk derived the small Picard theorem for bientire functions by appealing to Picard's big theorem for analytic functions and the theory of quasi-normal families of analytic functions [6, p. 66] . Then in [2] , the same author derived the big Picard theorem for bientire functions by applying similar methods. Later in [3] , the same author succeeded in establishing Picard's big theorem for the larger class of polyentire functions by utilizing a theorem of Saxer [7] , which generalizes the classical Schottky theorem. Finally in [4] , a 424 P. KRAJKIEWICZ general version of Picard's big theorem was established for the still larger class of polyanalytic functions at an arbitrary isolated singularity, finite or infinite, by means of the Poisson-Jensen integral formula [5, p. 1] and quasi-normal families of analytic functions.
The results cited above invite some interesting speculation. The class of polyanalytic functions can be enlarged in various obvious ways. It is then natural to inquire as to whether a version of Picard's theorem is also valid for such a larger class of functions. In this paper we introduce such a larger class of functions which for the purposes of this paper are called multianalytic functions. We then establish a version of the big Picard theorem for the class of multianalytic functions at an arbitrary isolated singularity, finite or infinite. The above result seems to be noteworthy on two accounts. In our formulation of Picard's big theorem for multianalytic functions we have adopted a rather general definition of an essential isolated singularity of a multianalytic function and we have also employed a rather general notion of an exceptional value for a multianalytic function at an isolated singularity. Now let z 0 be an arbitrary complex number, finite or infinite, and let 0 < R < + oo # If z Q is finite, then A(z 0 , R) will denote the set of all finite complex numbers z such that 0 < \z -z o \ < R. If z 0 = oo, then A(z 0 , R) -A(oo 9 R) will denote the set of all finite complex numbers z such that R < \z\ < + oo. We also set N(z 0 , R) = A(z 0 , R) U {z 0 }.
Finally if z 0 is finite, then C(z 0 , R) will denote the circumference with center z 0 and radius R which is oriented in the counterclockwise sense.
A function /: A(z Q9 R)-+Γ is said to be multianalytic on A(z 0 , R) if and only if there is some nonnegative integer n ^ 0 and a sequence {f k } of functions analytic on A(z θ9 R) for all k ^ -n such that (2) it is understood that the term (z -z o ) k is replaced by 1/2* for each k ^ -n. It is also understood that the series in equation (2) is almost uniformly convergent on A(z 0 , R), that is the series is uniformly convergent on every nonempty closed subset of A(z θ9 R) If z 0 is any complex number, finite or infinite, then a function / is said to be multianalytic at z Q if and only if there is some R > 0 so that / is multianalytic on A(z θ9 R).
Observe that if the functions f k in equation (2) are actually analytic in N(z 0 , R) for each k ^ -n, then the series in equation (2) is almost uniformly absolutely convergent in A(z Q , R).
We now wish to introduce a notion of an essential isolated singularity for multianalytic functions. If / is multianalytic at z 0 and is represented on A(z θ9 R) by equation (2) one might be inclined to say that z 0 is an essential isolated singularity of / if and only if the point z 0 is an essential isolated singularity of at least one of the functions f k for some k ^ -n in analogy with the definition of an essential isolated singularity for polyanalytic functions. We will see later that the above definition of an essential isolated singularity for a multianalytic function is unduly restrictive. For the purposes of this paper the following somewhat more general definition of essential isolated singularity for a multianalytic function turns out to be appropriate. To this end let / be multianalytic at z Q and suppose that / is represented on A(z 0 , R) by equation (2). Later we shall show that the functions f k in equation (2) Note in particular that if the point z Q is an essential isolated singularity of at least one of the functions f k for some k ^ -n, then according to the above definition the point z 0 is an essential isolated singularity of /. Note further that z 0 can be an essential isolated singularity of / even though the point z Q is not an essential isolated singularity of any of the f k . Now let / be a function which is multianalytic at a point z 0 . If a is any finite complex number, then a is termed an exceptional value for / at z 0 if and only if there is some R > 0 so that / -a is defined and never zero on A(z 0 , R). We wish to introduce a somewhat more general notion of an exceptional value for / at z 0 . Suppose that g is any function which is multianalytic at z 0 and which is such that z 0 is not an essential isolated singularity of g. Then g is termed an exceptional value for / at z 0 if and only if there is some R > 0 so that / -g is defined and is never zero on A(z 0 , R). If g and h are two exceptional values for / at z Q , we say that these exceptional 426 P. KRAJKIEWICZ values g and h are distinct if and only if there is some R > 0 so that g -h is defined and not identically zero on A(z 0 , R).
With the aid of the above terminology we can now state our main result in the following concise form. First note that the above theorem is sharp in the sense that if z 0 is not an essential isolated singularity of /, then / has at least two exceptional values. In fact if a in any nonzero finite complex number, then / -a is clearly an exceptional value for / at z Q .
Before proceeding to a demonstration of the above theorem one observation seems to be in order. It is natural to ask if the above theorem remains valid if we employ a somewhat more general definition of multianalytic function. One might be tempted to say that a function / is multianalytic in A(z θ9 R) if and only if there exists a sequence of functions
, such that for all z in A(z 0 , R) where suitable assumptions are made in regard to the convergence of the above series. In this series it is understood that if z 0 = oo, then the expression
. If such a definition of multianalytic function is adopted then the above theorem becomes false. The difficulty of course arises from the presence of terms of the form (z -z o ) k f k (z) in the above series for infinitely many k ^ 0. As a particularly simple example we take f(z) = e z e z . Observe that /(*) = !>£.
k=o for all z. This function / is certainly multianalytic at the point z Q -oo according to the provisional definition of this paragraph. It is also reasonable to regard the point z 0 -oo as an essential isolated singularity of this function /. This function /, however, assumes only positive real values.
Observe that if / is multianalytic and of order d at a finite point z Q , then g(z) = f(z + z Q ) is multianalytic and of the same order d at the point 0. Also if / is multianalytic and is of order d at the point 0, then g(z) = f(l/z) is multianalytic and of the same order d at the point co. From the above observations we see that in order to establish the above theorem that there is no loss in generality in assuming that the essential isolated singularity is at the point z 0 = oo.
In what follows we shall invariable assume that / is a given function which is multianalytic at the point z 0 = oo. Consequently there is some R > 0 and some nonnegative integer n ^ 0 and a sequence {f k } of functions analytic on A(oo, R) for all k ^ -n such that
for all z in A(oo ? Jϊ), where z denotes the complex conjugate of z and where it is understood that the series in equation (3) Proof. First observe that the general term of the series in equation (5) 
may be written in the form
is monotone decreasing and uniformly bounded for R < \z\ ^ p. Consequently by Abel's theorem the series in equation (5) is almost uniformly convergent in R < | z | ^ p. Next let R < μ < λ < p. Since the series in equation (3) is uniformly convergent on μ Î z I ^ λ we see that there is some positive constant M so that | f k (z)β k I ^S M for μ ^ |s| ^ λ and for & :> -n. Thus if /* έ* |s| ^ λ we see
Consequently by the Weierstrass test, the series [in equation (5) is uniformly absolutely convergent in μ ^ ] z \ ^ λ Thus the series in equation (5) is almost uniformly absolutely convergent in R < | z \ < p. This completes the proof of the lemma.
In view of the above lemma we may now give the following definition. For each p > R, it will be formed convenient to introduce the auxiliary function f(z, p) defined by the condition that 428 P. KRAJKIEWICZ (6) f
In some considerations it would be convenient if the series in equation (6) for f(z, p) were almost uniformly convergent in the larger annulus R < | z | < + 00 for all p > R. This is not the case however. In order to construct an example we first consider a power series Σ a k z k , k ^ 0, with radius of convergence one which is uniformly and absolutely convergent on the closed disc \z\
, is absolutely and uniformly convergent in 0 ^ [z| ^ ^ and divergent elsewhere.
Next we have the following uniqueness result which we have appealed to earlier. It is desirable at this state to give a rough indication of how we propose to establish our theorem. To this end let / be multianalytic on A{oo y R) and let S > R. Now let F denote the collection of all functions f{pz, p) for which p > S. The functions belonging to F are all analytic in the annulus R/S < |z| < 1. We will now base a proof of our theorem on the establishment of a suitable connection between the behavior of / on ^(oo, R) and the behavior of the family F on the annulus R/S < | z | < 1. Our proof is analogous to the proof of Picard's big theorem for analytic functions which employs MonteΓs criterion for normal families of analytic functions.
It is with the above point of view that we offer the following lemmas. Proof. It suffices to find a function P(z) which is analytic and not identically zero in A(0, 1) such that f(pz, p)/p d -> P(z) as p -> + °o almost uniformly with respect to z in A(0, 1). We may then take Z to denote the set of zeros of P(z) in A(0, 1). With the above goal in mind we proceed as follows. Let / be represented on A(oo 9 R) by equations (3) and (4) . Let σ > R be fixed. From the almost uniform convergence of the series in equation (3) we see that there is some
ίor \z\ = p and k ^ -n. Now for each k^ -n, the functions f k (z)/z dk+ι are analytic on N(oo y R) and have a zero of order one at the point z 0 = co. Hence from Schwarz's lemma we deduce the estimate which is valid for | z \ ^ σ and for all k ^ -n. We shall appeal to the above estimate several times in the course of our argument. Now for each fc :
around the circumference C(0, σ) then from inequality (7) we deduce the estimate
which is valid for all k J> -n. From the above inequality, it follows that the series Σ b k z lk , k ~^> -n, is convergent in the annulus A(0, 1). Now let
for z in A(0 9 1). Evidently P(z) is analytic and not identically zero in the annulus A(0, 1). Next if k ^ -n and iί p\z\ > σ we see from inequality (8) k ^ -n, is convergent for 2 in o /p ^ 121 < 1. Next for each k^> -n, we see from inequalities (7) and (8) k^ -n, is convergent for p>σ and σ/|0^ 12?| < 1. In addition we have the estimate (11) -\z\ pz_ σ which is valid for p > σ and σ/p <Ξ | z \ < 1. Now from equation (9) and inequalities (10) and (11) The result now follows from the above estimate.
The above lemma has the following partial converse.
LEMMA 3. Let f be multiαnαlytic on A(oo 9 R) and let 0 < λ ^ 1 be fixed and suppose that {p m } is a sequence of real numbers greater than R which diverges to + °°. Suppose that there is some positive constant K and some integer t so that As a special case of Corollary 1 we have the following result which is a generalization of Liouville's theorem.
COROLLARY 2. A polyentire function which is bounded above in the finite complex plane is constant function.
It is now natural to ask if Lemma 3 is still valid if the inequality (12) is reversed. If this were the case, then Corollary 1 would also be valid when the inequality (13) is reversed. This leads to the following question. Suppose that / is multianalytic in A(oo t R) and that {p m } is a sequence of real numbers greater than R diverging to + oo and that K is some positive constant such that | f(z) | > K for \z\ •= ρ m . Does it then necessarily follow that the point z 0 = oo is not an essential isolated singularity of /? The answer is no. As an
for all I ^ I > 0, the convergence being almost uniform in 0 < | z | < + °°T his function / is clearly multianalytic in A(oo y 0) and has the point z 0 -C X D as an essential isolated singularity. Now let p m = mπ + π/2 for m -0, 1, 2, . It is easy to see that there is some positive constant K so that | f(z) | ^ | sin z \ ^ K for | z \ = ρ m . However, it is possible to establish a useful variant of Lemma 3 when the inequality (12) is reversed if we impose some suitable additional restrictions. Our next few lemmas lead up to such a result.
Assume again that / is multianalytic in A(oo y R) and is given by equations (3) We now have the following result. 
2k Mσ/(\ z \ -σ), for | z | > σ and k^> -n. From this last inequality it follows that the second series in (15) is almost uniformly absolutely convergent in R < | z \ < + oo. From the identitŷ
which is valid for m^> -n and | z | > R, we see that the first series in (15) is almost uniformly convergent in R < | z \ < + 00. This com-pletes the proof of the lemma. In view of the above lemma we can now make the following definition. Let / be multianalytic on A(oo 9 R) and assume that / is given by equations (3) and (4) . For each k ^ -n, let g k and h k be given by equation (14). We then define the functions g and h by the condition that (16) is almost uniform on A(oo y R). Consequently the functions g and h are multianalytic on A(oo f R). Note also that / = g + h. Observe that z 0 -oo is a pole of h of order d ^ 2n -1. Hence z 0 = oo is an essential singularity of / if and only if z Q = c<? is an essential singularity of g. Note also that f (z, p) -g(z, p) + h(z, p) for R < I z I ^ p. In the considerations that follow, the function h(z 9 p) will play the role of a negligible error term so that certain properties of the function f(z, p) will be inherited by the function g(z, p). The function g(z, p) is easier to deal with, however, than the function f(z 9 p) because of the following result. Proof. Let p > R be fixed. Then from Lemma 1, we see that the series in equation (17) is uniformly convergent on\z\ = p. However, for each k ^ -n, we see from equation (14) that the functions z k g k (z) are actually entire functions. Consequently from the maximum modulus principle we see that the series in equation (17) is uniformly convergent on 0 ^ I z I ^ p. It is easy to see that the series in equation (17) is almost uniformly absolutely convergent in 0 ^ ] z \ < p. This completes the proof of the lemma. Now assume for the moment that the function g is not identically zero in A(oo y R), This will be the case for example when the function / has an essential singularity at the point z 0 = oo. It is not difficult to see that there is some (16) Proof. If we consider the series expansion for g(z, p) in equation (17) for all ,0 > JR 2 Next let 0 < σ < R 2 be fixed. Then there are positive constants K and L and some i2 3 > R 2 so that \l (z,p) Next for purposes of completeness we would like to mention some basic definitions and some elementary results from the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions [5] . First for x ^ 0 we define the so called log plus function \og + x defined by the condition that log + x -0 if 0 g x < 1 and log + x = log x if x ^ 1. Now let R > 0 and suppose that / is a function which is nonconstant and meromorphic in 0\ z\ < R. For 0 < r < R we define the expression m(r, f) by the condition that where c s Φ 0. We then have that for 0 < r < R [5, p. 4] . We need also to cite one other result. Suppose that / is analytic and nonconstant in 0 ^ | z \ < R. Proof. Suppose that / is given on A( <*>, R) by equation (3) and (4) . First there is no loss in generality in assuming that the lower limit n on summation in equation (3) is zero. Also there is no loss in generality in assuming that the exponent t in inequality (25) is zero. For if the above two conditions are not met we need only consider the function z n~t f(z)\U n~t z n .
Next suppose that the functions g and h are given by equation (16). In equation (16) it is also understood that n -0. Let σ > R be fixed. Since the series in equation (16) 
